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Senior Brianna Jordahl, freshman Brandon Smith, seniors Hannah Goebel and Jackie Hanson prepare for the Envision film festival.

bit more each time.”
Today Envision will host
three visitors, with each
person presenting workshops. These guests include
Dan Rupple, Peggy Rupple
and Avril Speaks, with each
holding unique experience
in the film and entertainment industry.
Dan Rupple is the CEO
of Mastermedia, an organization which provides
spiritual guidance to entertainment industry executives. This non-for-profit
holds a distinct approach

to spreading the gospel to
the entertainment industry.
Rupple’s wife Peggy Rupple is the associate director
of the Windrider Forum,
which is a faith and film
forum within the Sundance
Film Festival.
The last guest, Avril
Speaks, is a film director
and producer. Speaks is
accomplished as an independent filmmaker with
two award-winning feature films.
“ We have been tr ying to get Avril for three

conference, and the Making
Literature conference that
was held last week. These
are just a few of the English
department’s outstanding achievements.
They also assessed their
use of institutional resources and alignment with Taylor’s mission. Then, they
compiled the data and, with
the help of Woosley, evaluated the department’s overall performance.
“They are dedicated,” Director of Assessment and
Quality Improvement Kimberly Case said. “They are
hard-working. They are qualified. They care about students, and they rise to the
top on affirming and aligning
with the University’s mission.”
According to Dayton,
Woosley didn’t want to end
her time at Haughton without having the chance to
review Taylor’s English
department.
Taylor University requires
each department to conduct
an academic review every
eight years. The exceptions
are the education, music and
social work departments,
which process their review
separately. In 2015 Taylor

underwent a campus-wide
departmental review which
reset many departments’
eight-year rotations.
“It’s a looking back to see
where we’ve come from and
allowing time and space to
see what is to come,” Case
said. “The review is a checkpoint along the way to ensure
we are developing quality programs.”
Reviews give faculty the
chance to come together and
reassess values and goals and
think as a department who
they want to be.
According to Tom Jones,
dean of the school of arts,
biblical studies, and humanities, the review confirms what those close to
the English department already knew. The English department faculty are deeply
committed to making the
content of their courses come alive for both students who are taking classes
as part of the Foundational
Core and those who are majors in English, Literature
and Creative Writing.
The English and Bible departments cycle almost every Taylor student through
their classrooms as parts of

English department
exceeds expectations
Praise for English
review

39°
28°

@Echo_TaylorU

The Envision Film Festival brings students opportunities to watch fellow
classmate’s works and to
network with professionals in the film field.
The film festival began
yesterday and culminates
on Saturday.
“The Envision Film Festival honors aspiring filmmakers whose visual
storytelling explores the
range of human experience with hopeful vision,
artistry, truthfulness and
integrity,” the festival’s mission says.
Assistant Professor of
Media Communication
John Bruner said a lot of
students will interact with
many people in the film
industry through Envision alone.
In addition to meeting contacts in the industry, students will be able
to present films they produced and view films of
their peers.
“To do an event that
brings people here and
gives exposure to our students in ways they would
never get without something like this, is great,”
Bruner said. “I think (it)
helps them decide what,
to some degree, their career path might be because
they’re exposed to a little

On Oct. 18, 2018, Nancy Dayton, department chair and a
professor of English, presented the English department’s
eight-year review to Taylor’s
Academic Policy Committee
(APC).
Since 2005, the English department has tracked their
student responses and interaction with questions such
as: how long did it take students to complete the major
requirements? How long did
students wait until confirming English as their major
after entering? These questions help departments asses
course choices and how many
credit hours they are worth.
"I had heard rumors about
Taylor's English department,”
External Reviewer and Professor of English at Houghton College, Linda Woolsey
said. “But I did not think they
could be true.”
Some of the English department’s accomplishments
include Parnassus, which is
the departments literature

years, so we’re really excited that she’s coming,” Assistant Professor
of Media Communications Kathy Bruner said.
“She’s an accomplished
and award-winning director, producer, writer (and)
editor with about twenty
years of making both films
and television shows, web
series and documentaries,
so she’s just got an amazing background.”
Workshops started this
morning at 9 a.m., followed
by chapel at 10 a.m. with

Dan Rupple as the speaker.
More workshops are running this afternoon with
the last one starting at 3:30
p.m. At 7 p.m. the Envision
Film Festival Screening and
Awards will be held in Rediger Auditorium.
High school students
and community members
are welcomed to come to
the screening and awards
show tonight. Tickets are
free for Taylor students
and are $5 at the door
for guests.
echo@taylor.edu
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There are several department reviews upcoming in the next year.

every student’s foundational core. So, upkeeping quality
English classrooms is critical
to the University’s liberal arts
programming.
“We teach gen-eds and love
to do it,” Dayton said. “If you
don’t have a solid reading and
writing ability every department suffers. Our skills are
transferable to all fields.”
However, according to students, the English department’s excellence lies in its
dedicated professors, the

WALNUT CREEK COUNTRY MARKET!

shepherds of the department.
“The professors are all so
different, but I’ve learned so
much from each of them, said
senior English major Hannah
Perry. “Each professor has
helped me with their different learning styles and the relationships I’ve been able to
build with them.”
This past summer, Perry alongside faculty worked
in pioneering “WORDshop,”
a writing camp for 4 - 12
ENGLISH continues on Page 2
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“...every student will gain a deeper understanding
and appreciation for the freedom and
responsibilities afforded citizens under the U.S.
constitution...”
The Hallbrook lecture series hosts Tim
Goeglein
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Hitting the
roads in style
Upland passescity
ordinance for
county roads
Sam Jones
Staff Writer

Four wheels. Transportation.
State roads.
An everyday citizen, upon
hearing these words, may automatically jump to one conclusion — cars. But why stop
there? Why not entertain all
forms of transportation within
that thought?
Wayne Valentine, citizen of
Upland, recently addressed the
town council concerning the legal use of golf carts and all terrain vehicles (ATVs) on state
roads within town limits.
“The council had previously advised Mr. Valentine that
they would not consider an
ordinance until Grant County had passed a related ordinance allowing these vehicles
on county roads,” the city
council notes from the Feb.

19 meeting.
Since that original advisement, those specific vehicles
have been permitted legal access to country roads in Grant
County.
Not only has Valentine addressed the topic with Upland officials, but he has also
voiced his opinions higher up on the government
food chain.
“Mr. Valentine also wanted
to communicate that he has
contacted State Senator Travis Holdman regarding usage of
these vehicles on a State Road
in the State of Indiana,” the city
council notes said. “Main Street
in Upland Indiana is considered
a State Road so therefore at this
time golf carts or UTV vehicles
are prohibited from travel on
this road.”
Valentine’s persistence on
the subject has apparently yielded very productive
results.
Holdman has since responded to Valentine’s
suggestion.
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Junior Piper Nicholson, freshman Zoe Mendenall, sophmore Garrett Sisson and senior Alicia Garnache ride on an ATV around campus.

“Senate Bill 634 is in committee at this time and should be
decided by July 1, 2019,” Holdman said.
Other laws in Indiana permit
the potential usage of golf carts
on roads.

Indiana’s state laws allow golf
carts and other low-speed vehicles to be driven on any road
as long as the local government
approves the ordinance.
“A city, county, or town may
adopt by ordinance traffic

regulations concerning the
use of golf carts or off-road vehicles, or both on a highway under the jurisdiction of the city,
county, or town,” states Indiana
Ordinance IC 9-21-1-3.3.
Taylor University, as a

private organization, is home
to several low-speed vehicles,
including ATVs used by the
police department and golf
carts used by the administration, both on campus roads.
echo@taylor.edu

The Halbrook lecture series hosts Tim Goeglein
Series has been
around for four years
Kipp Miller
Staff Writer

For the John A. Halbrook
Freedom Lecture series, Tim
Goeglein spoke on Monday,
Feb. 11 during chapel about
his time serving on Capitol
Hill.
Halbrook, who the lecture
series is named after, graduated from Taylor in 1967
with an engineering degree.
He served as Chairman and
CEO of the Woodward Governor Company and acts as the
company’s director. Halbrook
currently lives in St. Augustine, Florida.
“The series was established
in response to Halbrook’s vision that every student will
gain a deeper understanding and appreciation for the
freedoms and responsibilities afforded citizens under
the U.S. Constitution and that
they will carry that knowledge and understanding into
their workplaces,” Director of
Media Relations Jim Garringer said.
The series is also meant to
help students understand the
freedoms of America’s free
enterprise economy.
Dean of the School of Humanities, Arts and Biblical

3/08– 5:15 p.m.
Women's basketball watch party
Odle Arena
Taylor University

Studies Tom Jones provided details on the history of
the lecture.
The first Halbrook Freedom lecture was presented
in the fall of 2015 by Robert
George, a well-known Constitutional and legal scholar
from Princeton.
The second lecture was
presented by a professor
from American University Daniel Dreisbach in the
spring of 2016. Dreisbach
has researched and written
about the influence of religious thought on the U.S.
Constitution.
The third lecture was in
the fall of 2016 and featured
a discussion between former
Congressman Lee Hamilton
and former U.S. Senator Richard Lugar. They talked about
topics related to the Constitution and their years of government service.
“Lugar would be considered a moderate Republican,
Hamilton would be considered a moderate Democrat,”
Garringer said. “I mean, there
are a lot more similarities to
the two of them than, maybe,
differences.”
Garringer found it refreshing that two men could disagree on something of a
political nature and be civilized toward each other.
He appreciated that their

03/09 – 7:45 p.m.
The New Respects
Concert
Rediger
Auditorium
Taylor University

differences of opinion did
not make the other stupid
or evil.
The fourth Halbrook lecture was given by Ryan T. Anderson. Anderson researches
and writes for the Heritage
Foundation. The Foundation’s website states that its
mission is to promote the
ideas of free enterprise, limited government, individual
freedom, traditional American values and a strong national defense.
The fifth lecture was given by Holly Kuzmich, executive director of the George W.
Bush Presidential Institute
and senior vice president of
the George W. Bush Presidential Center. She gave her
lecture in the spring of 2018.
Goeglein gave the sixth lecture in February. Goeglein is
the Vice President of External Relations for Focus on
the Family and is a former
special assistant to George
W. Bush during his presidency. His speech focused primarily on humility and grace,
which he learned through his
resignation from the White
House after a plagiarism
scandal.
In addition to the lecture series, there is also a
scholarship associated with
Halbrook. The Halbrook
Scholarship was established

03/08 & 03/09
Envision Film
Festival
See schedule for
dates & times
Taylor University

Want to work for The Echo? Email
echo@taylor.edu for more details.
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Tim Goeglein spoke in chapel on Feb. 11 discussing pride and humility in the workplace.

to advance Taylor’s mission
of developing servant leaders with a passion to minister Christ’s redemptive love.
Assistant Director of Admissions Nate Chu said the
scholarship is meant to encourage students to understand the place of free
markets. The Halbrook Family Foundation believes servant leaders will do their best

Corrections
Daniel Black's email is daniel_black1@taylor.edu. Additionally, Nancy Dayton
was in a picture in the article "Taylor hosts literature conference."

Corrections Policy
The Echo strives to accurately report names, facts,
information in all of its content. However, when errors
do occur, the newspaper
stands ready to correct the
error by publishing a correction in a timely manner
in both the print and online
editions. If you notice an error, please bring it to our attention by emailing:
echo@taylor.edu

work as free people participating in free markets.
To apply for the scholarship, students must have filed
the FAFSA and be accepted
to Taylor.
“There is a special, though
not exclusive, interest in
helping students interested
in entrepreneurship, education, media and government,”
Chu said.

The scholarship gives up to
$5,000 per year to students
whose applications are accepted. In the application,
students must explain why
the U.S. Constitution is still
relevant today and give an example of how they have been
entrepreneurial or describe
the role that entrepreneurs
play in shaping culture.
echo@taylor.edu
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department faculty does,
both the APC and the external
reviewer agreed they should
watch for burnout.
“This is a group that is doing several extra things that
are of great value to students,”
the APC said. “The majority
of these activities are done
with little acknowledgment
of the impact on faculty time.
Resources to make . . . efforts less draining should be
considered.”
Dayton agrees that doing all
they are currently, she doesn’t
see how the department could
do more and not suffer.
Students confirm that the
English department robustly
extends itself both vertically
between students and professors and horizontally in encouraged student-to-student
contact.
“I’ve just learned a lot, it’s
not just one thing I can point
to, it’s all cumulative,” Perry said.
echo@taylor.edu

graders.
When senior English and
systems major Megan Herrema realized she wouldn’t seek
jobs in the field of English after graduation, she found her
advisors still supportive.
“Once you get to know the
professors, you find that they
really care about their students,” Herrema said. “Even
if I’m not going to represent
them afterward they still care
about what I’m doing.”
In light of their recent review, the English department
will reduce their upper-level four-hour classes to three
hours in order to free up their
student’s schedules. This
provides space for students
to double major or minor in
differing areas and have more
variety in their classes. They
will also collapse their four
required American literature
classes into three.
With what all the English
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“‘We knew there would be some issues with
that... but felt like there are an awful lot of
our folks and students who enjoy Starbucks,’
Haines said.”
Starbucks impacts Taylor community
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Starbucks impacts Taylor community
Local business owners
share thoughts
on Starbucks
Grace Hooley
Features Editor

There has been much discussion over the new Starbucks
coming to campus.
After a meeting with P. Lowell
Haines, Cathy Kerton-Johnson,
the owner of the Bridge, believes
that this new Starbucks will not
directly impact her business,
but she is more concerned with
the way that Taylor leadership
has handled this information.
“It was really interesting hearing (about Starbucks) and then
asking (Taylor leadership) if
they had spoken to anyone in
the town about this,” Cathy
Kerton-Johnson said. “And it
was just like blank faces, like it
hadn’t even occurred to them,
and I was like, ‘Seriously?’ . . .
I said, ‘I don’t have anything
against what you want to do
necessarily. Businesses don’t
consult each other when they
go into business, but if you want
to preserve a good relationship
with the town and develop that
into something positive, the way
you go about this is going to be
really important.’”
Haines desires to see Upland
grow, and he believes that Starbucks and the competition it
brings will help do just that.
The idea of bringing a Starbucks to campus was brought
to Taylor leadership by Darren
Campbell, contractor for the
new campus store. He thought
this would be an interesting
idea, and he came to the leadership with the idea of a coffee
shop inside the building. According to Haines, Campbell
wanted to build it as a model
to show other universities, and
Campbell put his own money
into this project as well.
“We knew there would be
some issues with that . . . but
felt like there are an awful lot of
our folks and students who enjoy Starbucks,” Haines said.
The Bridge fosters a neutral
space for different types of people to come and be, according to
Cathy Kerton-Johnson, and she
believes that Starbucks focuses more on fast coffee, which is
why she is not concerned with
the competition it will bring.
She sees Starbucks as an opportunity for Upland to grow,
and she sees nothing wrong
with bringing a business such as

Photograph by Josie Koontz

The Bridge cultivates community in Upland by creating a space for both students and town residents.

this to Upland, but she feels as
though there was a lack of communication between the town
and Taylor.
“It’s not necessarily that Starbucks is a bad choice, but it’s
that they haven’t asked anybody, and Taylor can say, ‘It’s
got nothing to do with the town.
This is our campus; we can do
what we want’,” Cathy Kerton-Johnson said. “Of course
you can. . . . but I know that there
are people who have something
to say about it, and they’re not
being listened to, and I think
that’s what upsets me.”
Haines has special assistants
on the Upland Town Council,
and he believes the decisions
himself and the rest of leadership has made will be both good
for the town and Taylor.
He wants the community of
Taylor to understand that there
has been much discussion and
thought about bringing a Starbucks to campus.
“Anything we’re doing the
town knows,” Haines said. “I
would just say that we’ve had
lots and lots of input and we’ve
listened to a lot of people, and it
will be beneficial to both Taylor
and Upland. When you’re a part
of a small school like this, you
have to pay attention to how it
impacts the town. There’s always pluses and minuses to everything. We always take a lot of
input and think through a lot of
different things.”
Recently, there was a petition that floated around Taylor claiming that Starbucks
goes against the LTC and what
Taylor stands for as a Christian

community. Haines said that
while this petition was taken
seriously, he compared the arguments in the petition to how
Johnson products are used in
every household, but Christians do not stop using them because of the company’s stance
on LGBT issues.
Haines believes that petitions
are a good way for U.S. citizens
to have their voices heard, but
he wishes these concerns would
have been brought forward in
another way.
“At Taylor, we all subscribe to
a Life Together Covenant . . . but
if somebody wants to do a petition, they can do a petition,”
Haines said. “But I would hope
people would talk first. (The
petition) is valid. We’ve taken
it seriously and discussed it. I
think those things are part of
the American way we do things,
but I’d just encourage people to
talk first. I think it’s sometimes
easier to talk.”
While this Starbucks will be
a licensee or franchise on campus, Taylor’s leadership amended the Starbucks contract to
suit Taylor’s beliefs. One change
is that Taylor will not allow any
sort of social promotions connected with the cooperation
of Starbucks.
Another change is that normally Starbucks requests to
be exclusive with the campuses it operates in. This will not
be allowed so that the Jumping
Bean may continue to run on
campus. According to Haines,
this will simply be a coffee shop
with quality service and quality products.

“What’s good for Upland is
good for Taylor, and what’s
good for Taylor is good for Upland,” Haines said. “If Taylor is
strong, we’re able to help downtown . . . if you have a thriving
little town, you have thriving
businesses. You can’t enter
that mindset by thinking that
all we can have is this store or
this shop. My hope and prayer
is that (the businesses) would
be strong.”
While Cathy Kerton-Johnson does not have a problem
with Starbucks itself being on
campus, she disagrees with
the corporate model that Starbucks represents.
She believes that the younger generations care about the
why and how of business, and
that there is less integrity in
big corporations.
“A lot of people in decision
making places think that big
corporations are the solution
to every problem, and the next
generations — even my generation, questions that because
we’ve seen the fall out from it,”
Cathy Kerton-Johnson said. “So
my concern is that when you
have people in Taylor leadership or even leadership of our
country who are the product
of corporate America, who are
still making decisions with that
view point, if they aren’t willing
to talk to the younger generations about emerging culture,
then they are going to be creating decisions on dying ideals.
Corporate America — it’s not
working anymore.”
Associate professor of political science Nicholas

Kerton-Johnson recognizes that
Haines cares for improvement
in Upland, as does Cathy Kerton-Johnson. But Nicholas Kerton-Johnson would warn Taylor
leadership to communicate its
plans fully to the town and that
it should try not to compete
with Upland businesses.
Both Cathy Kerton-Johnson
and Nicholas Kerton-Johnson
were more surprised over the
fact that Taylor did not communicate that Starbucks was
coming to the owners of the
Jumping Bean.
“Starbucks will be direct competition to the Jumping Bean. . .
. That was a sign for me of how
this process went, that they
were never even told,” Cathy
Kerton-Johnson said. “There
was no courtesy. They don’t
have to ask permission — of
course they don’t. There was
no honor for what that family
has put into running that, and
I know that it’s been hard at
times for them . . . I definitely
expected higher of the leadership of Taylor in terms of how
they talk about being a Christian institution. I don’t think
they needed to be asked. Business is business, but you can
show courtesy and honor and
respect for the people who’ve invested in your campus, and that
was just not shown at all.”
Haines, Cathy Kerton-Johnson and Nicholas Kerton-Johnson all continue to see both
the pros and cons of Starbucks becoming a part of Taylor’s campus.
While there will continue to
be differing views on this subject, Haines would hope that
the Taylor community would
know that their intention is
for the betterment of the town
and Taylor.
“It’s a hard thing in leadership
anymore to make decisions because you’re not going to please
anybody,” Haines said. “I want
you to hear me, that we don’t
make these decisions lightly.
We do consider the community and parents and students.
We’ve spent hours discussing the pros and cons of these
things, but we won’t be able to
please everybody. Taylor’s not
drifting. This is a coffee decision. We love the town of Upland, and we want to see more
. . . and we want the people of
Upland to be happy with Taylor.
Just know that we really do love
the town of Upland.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Taylor students serve moms and children in the community
Local mothers grow with
help from volunteers
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

Shoes squeaking on the floor
herald the movement of small
children running about, building forts, playing with toys
and throwing balls to their
youth supervisors.
These are some of the cherished memories senior Katelynn Ziegler recalls from her
time working with the Mothers of Preschoolers (MOPS)
program at Upland Community Church. MOPS is a national Christian organization
founded in 1973 to provide
support for young mothers of
small children.
“While being a mom is an
amazing and very rewarding
gift from God not to be taken
for granted, it can also be very
challenging and at sometimes
lonely,” Upland MOPS coordinator Shannon Dewar said. “Everyone needs a support team,
and MOPS provides that godly
support and encouragement
for moms with young children.”

Photograph by Josie Koontz

A Taylor student reads to children at Upland Community Church while mothers meet.

Dewar first joined Upland
MOPS when she and her husband moved to Upland with
their 10-month-old daughter. She did not know anyone
very well before several people
from her church advised that
she join MOPS, where she met
many fellow mothers who have
since become her good friends
as they watch their children
grow up together.
As the coordinator, Dewar
plans and leads each “MOPS
Meet-Up,” which generally

occurs on two mornings each
month. She recruits inspirational speakers to meet with
the group and works with a
team of fellow moms to orchestrate the children’s programming and organizing the small
groups that join together at the
end of each meeting to unpack
the covered topics.
Michelle Seymoure, who
serves as the MOPS Kids coordinator, also spoke of the close
bonds formed through the organization. Seymoure first

joined MOPS while in Peru, Indiana and joined the Upland
group after moving to Upland.
When she arrived, she knew
this was a way that she could
connect with fellow mothers and make friends with the
same goals in life. In a way she
found a village to lovingly raise
a family.
“The importance is priceless,”
Seymoure said. “I have been encouraged in different seasons
of my motherhood the assurance of God’s love for me as a

woman, not just a mom.”
Seymoure sees the importance of being able to have a
safe space to discuss difficult
topics, not just parenting methods but personal struggles such
as postpartum depression, anxiety, spousal relationships and
self-examination.
While the mothers are meeting, this opens up the need for
childcare, which is how the program came to be connected
with Taylor students as they recruit college students to watch
after the children and lead Bible lessons.
Ziegler has volunteered
with the Upland group for
several years and now heads
up the recruitment and coordination of volunteers for
childcare. She encourages
any student that enjoys working with children to consider
looking into helping. She describes her experience as both
a service of love and a way to
grow through devotions and
ministry service.
“Kids really look up to high
school and college students,”
freshman Ethan Peters said.
“Some of them really grasp onto

it. It’s really cool to see what
they remember and what they
can tell us.” He believes that
influence can be used for good
through the lessons and the
discussions that ensue.
Peters is currently the only
male volunteer working with
the program. This gap is something both he and Ziegler enthusiastically hope to bridge as
they seek to recruit new team
members. More male students
would be highly helpful.
“We would love to have
more members in our family,”
Ziegler said.
She presents the volunteer
opportunity not just as an act
of service, showing love to busy
mothers and walking along the
smallest of children as they
take the first steps in their relationship with God.
It is also a chance for those
involved in MOPS to grow in discipleship as a team and as part
of a caring organization.
“We know that we’re not in
this stage of life alone,” Dewar said. “We laugh together,
we cry together, we encourage
one another.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Athletes compete in Special Olympics event

Taylor students
help with basketball
tournament
Harli Broge
Contributor

The Special Olympics basketball tournament “Take it
to the Hoop” holds a special
place in sophomore Maddy
Martinson’s heart.
“A girl on my floor, the former co-director (of “Take it
to the Hoop”), she saw that .
. . I have a close family member that grew up with special
needs,” Martinson said. “So I
have always had a heart for
those people.”
The Special Olympics is an
organization that provides
athletic training and competitions to adults and children
who have physical and intellectual disabilities, and “Take
it to the Hoop” is the biggest
special olympics event that
Taylor hosts. Families from
all over Indiana come to participate in the event.

Photograph provided by Cecily Johnson

(Left to right) Freshmen CC Southerland
and Cecily Johnson help withthe event.

“Take it to the Hoop” has
two events in which people
can take part: the team basketball tournament and the
skills challenge, where people

can compete in contests like
free throws and dribbling individually. Around 40 teams
came to participate in the
event, which took place on

March 2. The tournament
ran all day in the Taylor Fieldhouse with games starting every hour.
“The goal is definitely to

bring this community together, and it’s a place where
all these teams can show off
their skills,” Martinson said.
“Our (job) is to be there to empower them.”
This year, Martinson’s job
was to gather volunteers for
the event. Students in coordinated red shirts kept
score, ran skills challenges, led teams around campus and shot hoops with
the participants.
Senior Sydnee Piercefield,
one of the 70 volunteers,
helped out for her fourth
year in a row. Piercefield got
involved because she is an education major with an interest
in special education.
“My first year was really exciting because I didn’t know
any of the kids going into it,”
Piercefield said. “. . . it was really cool to see these people
who didn’t even know us that
were so excited that we were
there, cheering them on.”
Piercefield loves being
a part of the special olympics community, and she

enjoys seeing students she
has worked with in the past
being able to participate in
the tournament.
She also said that the joy
and the impact that “Take it
to the Hoop” brings is important to her, and it is a platform
for them to get to know one
another and have fun.
The different volunteer positions range from scorekeeper to team host depending on
how much time you want to
spend at the tournament. Martinson said that there will be
announcements in your Taylor email about the different
opportunities to get involved
with this event next year.
“(My favorite part is) seeing
all the smiles throughout the
day . . . because they get the
opportunity to come and play,”
Martinson said.’’
If you’re interested in more
information for the weekly
Special Olympics swim or the
“Take it to the Hoop” event,
email specialolympics@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Students serve at Basics
Connecting
Taylor to the
Upland Community
Lily Smith

L&T Co-Editor

Every Wednesday night at
5:55, Taylor students file out
of the Hodson Dining Commons wearing neon blue and
orange shirts, each student
proudly displaying the Basics logo. The students all
hop into their individual cars
or into vans and drive over to
Upland Community Church
(UCC).
These students serve the
Upland community through
UCC’s Wednesday night youth
ministry, Basics. Basics is a
program for 3rd–6th graders
that reaches out into the Upland and Grant County community to provide a safe, fun
space for children to hang
out and learn more about
God. There are roughly 100
kids who attend Basics every
Wednesday night.
There is also a counterpart

program for younger children called Basics Jr., which
provides an opportunity for
younger children to begin
learning about Christ and
the Gospel.
“We’re trying to make Basics that first place where
these kids hear about God
consistently and then we’re
encouraging them to go to
church and get their parents
involved,” Katelyn Rodman,
director of Basics at UCC, said.
Rodman grew up in the program, attending as a child and
serving during her junior high,
high school and college years.
After moving away from Upland for a few years, she returned and reunited with the
Basics program.
“Basics is a local program.
It focuses on Bible memorization and Bible study. It’s a
unique program because it is
both discipleship driven and
evangelistically driven.”
Basics is comparable to
Awana, a national program
that has many similarities to
UCC’s local ministry. Something that makes Basics stand

out from many other programs is its involvement from
college students.
“The elementary kids love
the Taylor students,” Rodman
said. “They love dodgeball,
they love the games, but they
really love the relationships of
the college students.”
Taylor students have been
involved with Basics since the
program’s formation nearly 25
years ago. Rodman commented on how the students are
the driving force behind Basics and provide the manpower for the program to run as
smoothly and as successfully
as it does.
Junior Jess Edwards has
been involved with the Basics program since her freshman year and has been with
the same small group all three
years. One of her favorite
parts of Basics is being able to
see how her small group has
grown and changed through
the years.
“As I have grown, so have
they,” Edwards said. “They
were in 3rd grade, and now
they’re in 5th grade. We were

Photograph by Jazmin Tuscani

Students head to Basics ministry at Upland Community Church.

freshmen, and now we’re juniors. And they’ve grown so
much, not only in getting
taller, but they also know so
much and have retained so
much and they surprise me
all the time.”

Many other students at Taylor have found Basics to be a
place where they can emerge
from the Taylor community
and engage with the Upland
community in an impactful
way. If students are looking

to get involved with a ministry in Upland, the Red Barn
Youth Center, ReaLife and
U-Turn also offer great opportunities for students to make
real change.
echo@taylor.edu

Three
healthy
and
affordable
mug
and
microwave
meals
by Victoria Lawson

Breaking news: college is hard. On top of
a chaotic schedule, students don’t always
have the luxury of eating warm, healthy
meals that are also quick, easy and
portable. Two things most students do
have access to, though, are a mug and a
microwave.
With the purchase of a few common
ingredients, these meals can add more
on-the-go options to the limited college
student’s menu, especially for those
dorm-bound from the cold weather or
seeking some silence and solitude.
Here are three mug and microwave meal
ideas for the college student on the go:

Egg Omelette by Krista Joyful Healthy Eats
Recommended Ingredients:
Cooking spray
2 eggs
1 tablespoon diced roasted red peppers
1/4 cup spinach
1 tablespoon feta cheese
1 teaspoon sliced green onions
Pepper
Spray the inside of your mug with the
cooking spray so the ingredients won’t
stick. Then break the eggs in the cup
and stir with a fork until the yolks are
combined. Then add in roasted red pep-

per, spinach, feta cheese, green onions,
a dash of pepper or any other amounts
of classic omelette ingredients of your
choice (there’s room for creativity here).
Stir and cook on high for one minute and
30 seconds, then let sit for one minute
before digging in. For nutritional value
and more recipe details, see here.

Microwave Lasagna Recipe In
A Mug by Gemma Stanford Gemma’s Bolder Baking
Recommended Ingredients:
2 pasta lasagna sheets
¾ cup (6 fl oz./180g) water
1 teaspoon olive oil
3 tablespoons pizza sauce
4 tablespoons ricotta cheese
3 tablespoons spinach, uncooked
2 tablespoons cooked sausage, optional
1 tablespoon grated cheddar cheese

the layers until your mug is full, then
add the grated cheddar on top. Place in
the microwave and cook for 2 1/2 – 3
minutes, or until the lasagna is cooked
thoroughly. Then enjoy your personal
portable pasta! For nutritional value and
more recipe details, see here.

portion sizes — students don’t have to
worry about being wasteful when their
serving size is manageable. Add sides and
toppings of your choice to each of these
treats and say “bon appetit!”
echo@taylor.edu

Peanut Butter Mug Cake
(Eggless) by Kirbie Kirbie’s Cravings
Recommended Ingredients:
4 tablespoon all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
4 teaspoon granulated sugar
4 tablespoon fat-free milk
3 tablespoon peanut butter

Even though this is a dessert idea, it’s
still a healthier option because of the
minimal ingredient count — you get to
know exactly what goes into your cake.
Break up the pasta sheets so they fit in
First, combine all of your ingredients in
your microwavable mug. Cover the pasta your mug and mix with a small whisk
with water and olive oil so the lasauntil batter is smooth yet thick. For
gna won’t stick together while cooking.
aesthetic value, smooth out the top.
Microwave for 3 – 4 minutes or until the Bake in the microwave for approximately
pasta is tender, then check on it halfway 1 minute. If still moist, keep baking for
through to give it a stir. Once cooked,
fifteen second intervals. Let cake cool a
drain away the cooking water and remove few minutes before eating. It tastes best
the pasta from the mug. Layer your 1
while still warm! Add toppings if desired.
tablespoon of pizza sauce in the bottom For nutritional value and more recipe
of your mug, then do a layer of pasta,
details, see here.
spinach, sausage and cheese. Repeat
One other benefit to mug meals is the

check out
the omlet
recipe online
here!

check out
the lasagna
recipe online
here!

check out
the cake
recipe online
here!

“It’s a unique program because it is both discipleship driven and
evangelistically driven.”
Students serve at Basics
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TAY L O R U N I V E R S I T Y
S U R V I VA L G U I D E
Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

H av e y o u e v e r v i si t e d
Zondervan Library? Some
might answer, “ Yes, I live
there.” Some may never have
stepped foot within its bookish doors. However, for veteran and newbie alike, there’s
plenty to learn about how to
use the library properly.
1. The book drop is
a noisemaker.
Have you ever made vomiting noises into a book drop

before? Then you’re missing
out! Several young Taylor
men have discovered the joys
of making disgusting noises
into the book drop to startle
library employees and echo
through the silent halls of
study. Unfortunately, due to
this behavior, the book drop
is now locked during operating hours, but feel free to
continue partaking in this
activity when the library is
closed and empty.
2. The galleria is a tolf
ball course.

TheWeekly

An exciting course runs
through the galleria. Art,
glass, windows and students trying to study are excellent obstacles in tennis
ball golf, and swinging golf
clubs in the close quarters
is a thrill. While you’re at
it, you might as well use the
ramp as a skatepark. Get out
your longboard and run over
some studious peers.
3. The stairwell is
for making important announcements.
Have
a
private

conversation you want everyone to hear? You’re in
luck! Even the quietest voices at the top or bottom of the
main library staircase travel with full-bodied echoes
to every floor. If you have a
very important inappropriate joke, personal conversation or secret to share, this
is the place for you.
4. The study rooms are
for couples.
In case the massive windows offering a full view
into the study rooms for any
passerby didn’t clue you in,
the study rooms are secretive, intimate places perfect for you to get snuggly
with your significant other.
This is especially the case
at closing time, when student workers are supposed

to go around locking up all
the study rooms. They love
following the sound of your
giggles across the “silent”
study floor, knocking on the
door, poking their heads in
and reminding you, as you
disentangle yourselves, that
the library will be closed in
two minutes. They especially love when they have to
come back after closing at
midnight and stand in the
doorway while you finish
your business and pack up
so they can finally go home.
5. All of the books on the
sh elves are c omplet ely useless.
They’re just there for decoration. They definitely aren’t filled with information
you won’t find on Google.
You’re probably better off

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Ben
Britton

Angela
Loh

On the varsity rugby team,
enjoys long walks on the
beach, The Bachelor, and
loves talking about his
feelings with others.

Just “wants to be a savage”

Sophomore:

"World of
Disney" Weekly
Crossword

Freshman:
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using Bing and complaining
that you can’t find anything
on the subject.
So there you have it! Now
that you have this newfound
knowledge of the library’s
many uses, go ahead and
make your presence known
with the book drop, play
some tolf, announce your
victory in the stairwell and
retreat to the study rooms to
celebrate your victory with
a nice guy or gal while admiring the pure aesthetic of
expensive blocks of paper arranged on shelves.
Note: Unfortunately, for
once in Survival Guide history,
all of these are real things that
people do. Don’t be that person. And to all you study room
couples: go get a hammock.
echo@taylor.edu

Want your
tweets featured
in The Echo?
Hashtag #TaylorU
to any of your
Taylor-related
tweets for next
week's paper!

#TaylorU’s

Across
3. Park around the
world
5. Kingdom that’s home
of Cinderella's castle
9. Kingdom that’s home
to the Tree of Life
10. Man behind it all
13. Voiced by Mandy
Moore
14. Only princess with
a job
15. Stranger in a vest offering carpet rides
16. First cartoon to get a
star on Hollywood Walk
of Fame
17. First Disney princess
Down
1. Followed by 3 singing

women
2. Park straight from
the movies
4. Only princess based
on a real person
6. Fork for a comb
7. Purse holds more
than your mom’s does
8. Kidnapping kids
through the window
11. Unrealistic expectations for makeup removal
12. Concerning Stockholm Syndrome
For the answers to this
week’s crossword email
kamryn_koble@taylor.
edu

TOP

TWEETS
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

So... I saw that Dr. Cramer
got three of his tweets into
The Echo. It's my new goal
to completely fill the #tayloru
top tweets section. This is
going to be tricky.
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

So i heard this guy is trying
to do four airbands this year.
Dang! Good luck to you man!
#myhero #tayloru #airband
#four_questionmark
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

I would feel kinda bad if
my #tayloru goal works.
So many fabulous tweets
would've been ignored just
for me. Oh well... its for the
greater good
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

I have a confession... I'm
the one doing four airbands
#tayloru #regrets
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

Currently looking through
old Echo papers trying to
understand the technique to
tweeting. I think I figured it
out. You just gotta mention
the following words (in no
particular order): Lowell
Haines, Chick-Fil-A, finals,
aaagghh, chapel, Cramer.
#tayloru #secrets
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

Airband auditions = wiped
out. Maybe this whole four
airband thing wasn't such a
great idea after all #tayloru
#airband #yolo
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

Finally got to see what
the back side of the DC
conveyor belt looks like.
Sadly I wasn't able to ride
it like I always dreamed.
Oh well, one more thing to
take off my TU bucket list!
#tayloru #labs #bucketlist
#fillupthetwittersection
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

To the person that edits The
Echo... please help me out
here. I want to make Taylor
history. Yours truly #tayloru

A&E

“I hope students will enjoy seeing
a little bit of their own lives in
the characters.”
Local filmmakers demonstrate
their projects
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Local filmmakers demonstrate their projects
Nine student films to
see at Envision 2019

Emily Pawlowski
A&E Editor

“I think Envision is great because it is a chance for the rest
of campus to see why film majors can disappear for days on
end during the semester,” Tyler
Kempton (’18) said.
The Envision Film Festival
is a time to celebrate the work
of local film makers, and to encourage the next generation to
start creating. It is also an opportunity to share what Taylor
students can do with the rest of
the world.
This year, 9 student films will
be shown at the festival.
Beauty in Affliction
Senior Hannah Goebel is presenting the film she created
with seniors Jon Meharg, Brianna Jordahl and Tori Newman
during the international documentary class over J-term.
They chose to cover a
non-profit in Guatemala called
Vidas Plentas. This group works
in La Limonada, one of the largest slums in central America. It
was chosen because Drew Moser, dean of experiential learning and an associate professor
of higher education, is on the
board for Lemonade International, an American group that
supports Vidas Plentas.
“It is a truly (heartwarming)
story of God’s love, that shows
the beauty in the world underneath the pain,” Newman said.
Newman thinks that Taylor
students will be inspired by this
piece and enjoy seeing the work
of Christians, especially those
at Taylor, in the world around
them.
Out of Hand
Rather than tell a complete
story, “Out of Hand” is a movie
trailer for the idea of a full feature-length film. The movie it
describes is a thriller about a
young man who tries to solve
the problems his sister has with
her boyfriend.
Juniors Kelsea Denney and

Photograph by Tim Hudson

Seniors Jackie Hanson and Cat Allocco promote the Envision Film Festival.

Emma Horne, sophomore Joseph Ford and senior Hudson
Farrell decided on the theme
of a psychological thriller while
brainstorming good shots to
use in their trailer. Farrell hopes
that students will enjoy the
pace and mood of the trailer.
They also hope the film might
catch students by surprise.
“There’s a special shot at the
end that’s a little off-beat from
what you may normally associate with a Taylor film and students may find that intriguing,”
Farrell said.
West Reade Avenue
This film presents the more
sentimental side of college. It
focuses on two friends who
learn to say goodbye before
they graduate.
“I hope students will enjoy
seeing a little bit of their own
lives in the characters,” Meharg said.
Meharg wrote, directed and
edited this piece. He worked

with senior Blain Pasma, who
co-directed, senior Jake Vriezelaar, Emma Horne and Caroline York.
Meharg says he drew inspiration from his own goodbyes
with friends in years past.
You are the Answer
As a client piece, “You are the
Answer” could not participate
in the actual Envision competition, but it is still being shown.
It was produced by senior Cat
Allocco, who collaborated with
director and cinematographer
Vriezelaar and senior Grant
Oldham, who was an editor.
“Creating a client piece is different than normal filmmaking
because you’re representing a
company, as opposed to making a short film for fun or for
yourself,” Allocco said. “There’s
a new level of energy and drive
that you feel because someone
is trusting you to represent
their company.”
This film was made for

Marion Design Co. and shares
its mission of teaching the power of design through collaboration with local students and the
community.
Grow Up Sometime
Senior Landry Long combined interests by directing a
music video for a song from
his album “Bliss Fishing.” The
song “Grow Up Sometime” reflects on the good things of the
past while recognizing that life
moves on.
Long collaborated with Gardner Stewart and Vriezelaar in
producing the video. They tried
to convey the optimistic message throughout the video itself as well.
“For the video, at the time
I think I was in a spot of life
where I was thankful for the
past and all the experiences
that had led me up to the current point of life I was in, but
also realizing that life moves on
and bigger and better things are

hopefully ahead,” Long said.
Cheating the System
“Cheating the System” was
shot over the course of two
days, while senior Rebekah
Hardwicke was in Los Angeles for the summer. She collaborated with Taylor alumni
and others in the industry,
which means this film is unable to compete in the Envision festival.
The film takes a look at a
world where people with mental illnesses are heavily restricted. It follows a lawyer who
struggles to stay afloat as she
searches for antidepressants after her dealer dies.
“I’ve always liked ideas that
have the world as we know
it today with just one twist,”
Hardwicke said. “Once I found
a twist that interested me, the
rest just came together.”
W200
Sophomore Tim Hudson

Musician prays through violin A&E

Hasun Yoo’s senior
recital, with a twist
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

Why would a successful violinist drop out of a prestigious music school to come
to a small school like Taylor University?
Even among the most ardent of Taylor enthusiasts, this might raise a few
eyebrows.
“When I was (leaving) New
England Conservatory, which
is one of the top five music
schools in the world, people
would always ask me why I
was quitting,” senior Hasun
Yoo said. “In a worldly view,
it is crazy. People would ask
me ‘why did you quit that
school and come to a small
Christian school?’ But I think
I learned so much from here
— so many valuable things
that I could not have learned
at NEC.”
New England Conservatory
was one of many prestigious
music schools that Yoo attended from the time she
was in sixth grade. She also
spent time at the Yewon Arts
School in Seoul, South Korea
and the Purcell School of Music in Watford, England.
For Yoo, coming to Taylor
was the chance to change her
approach to music.
“I had never learned music
from that perspective before,

Photograph by Natalie Baker

Senior Hasun Yoo spent weeks preparing for her recital.

but here the professors, not
only the music professors,
teach through the Bible and
through the wisdom in the Bible,” Yoo said.
Yoo performed with this
passion for Christian art in
mind at her senior recital on
Thursday, March 7.
The concert began with the
usually classical fare — some

Bach, Brahms, Dvorchak.
However, the highlight of the
evening was “Spring of Home
Country,” a Korean Folk song.
“I chose this piece specifically for my family because they know this song,”
Yoo said. “(The lyrics) talk
about how the composer really wants to go back home
which is my situation. I really

miss home.”
The musician said the distance between the family
members often makes gathering difficult.
Thankfully, the song choice
was not only a symbolic
gesture.
“My family came all the
way from South Korea and
California,” Yoo said. “They
cannot come to the graduation but they came to the senior recital. That’s what I was
most excited about.”
Yoo played the night of the
concert with a kind of prayerful concentration.
That was no accident, but
the culmination of all Yoo
has learned.
“I have played the violin
for almost 20 years now, but
(coming to Taylor) changed
my perspective in playing
the violin and practicing
the violin,” Yoo said. “Sometimes, the practice room is
really lonely. I have to be by
myself sometimes practicing
this one measure over and
over for three hours. How it
changed my perspective is
that when I am in the practice
room, God is with me. I am
praying to him through this
instrument. That changed
my whole life: the meaning
of music and why I play the
violin and why God gave me
this gift. It is so amazing that
they taught me why I play after 20 years.”
echo@taylor.edu

Stay Up To Date

came up with the idea for his
film while driving through the
cornfields of rural Nebraska.
“There’s something off putting about the atmosphere at
night,” Hudson said.
“W200” takes place during
the height of the Kentucky State
Fair, during the investigation of
some suspicious events. Hudson hopes students enjoy the
tension of the film, as well as
its unconventional lighting.
Gratitude
“Gratitude is something that
can free us from tugging of
angst and teach us to view the
world in a wondrous way,” Vriezelaar said.
That idea is explored in
“Gratitude” as a young man reflects on his past mistakes over
coffee with his sister. She encourages him to learn from his
downfalls and progress, instead
of wallowing in his emotions.
Vriezelaar hopes students see
parts of their lives in the story. There are some existential
questions raised in the context
of growing up that he thinks audiences will be able to relate to.
“When stories cause us to
look at ourselves in a contemplative way, we are able
to experience the art form of
filmmaking in its truest form,”
Vriezelaar said. “Stories are
about empathy.”
What Remains
Kempton graduated last
year, but several people who
helped with lighting and sound
are current students at Taylor
University.
“What Remains” is about a
boy who goes on a journey of
self-discovery after having visions of a life he doesn’t recognize. It has some science
fiction elements to it, which
contrast with the genres of
other films.
Today, these stories will all
be shared with the community at 7 p.m. in Rediger Auditorium. All are invited to come and
see the best of the best from
the 2019 competitors. Tickets
are free for those with a Taylor
ID, or $5 for general admission.
echo@taylor.edu

Envision Film Festival
Today – 7 p.m.
Rediger Auditorium
TSO Mainstage

C.S. Lewis and Friends

The New Respects

Tea

March 9 – 7:45 p.m.

The Deeper Magic of

Rediger Auditorium

Story

YA Book Club

Today – 4 p.m.

March 27 – 4 p.m.

Zondervan 142

Reade Relief Room

OPINIONS
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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President Trump declares state of emergency to fund his border wall.

Our View

Trump’s new wall

Controversy
concerning the U.S.,
Mexico border
For several years now, the argument concerning the border of
the US and Mexico has been a
dominating presence in American debate. Oftentimes, Americans can formulate opinions
based heavily on affiliation with
a specific political party. But regardless of what a certain party
may think, that doesn’t change
the fact that there is a correct
solution to this particular issue.
To give a brief background
on the subject at hand, there
are a few major components
that must be understood.
First, the issue of building a
wall between America and
Mexico is a heavily polarizing subject. Recently, President Donald Trump declared
a state of emergency concerning border security. Through
this declaration, Trump hopes
to complete the construction
of the border wall (1).
“The southern border is a
major entry point for criminals, gang members, and illicit narcotics,” Trump said.
“The problem of large-scale
unlawful migration through the
southern border is long-standing, and despite the executive
branch’s exercise of existing
statutory authorities, the situation has worsened in certain
respects in recent years.”
Jakob Miller, assistant professor of political science,
expounded on the subject.
According to Miller, a large
variable in this debate is how
Trump went about justifying
this decision. Using Section
2808 of the National Emergencies Act (2), Trump categorized the construction of said
wall under the label of “military
construction” (3).
“If no military is involved
with the effort, constructing a
wall is not justifiable under Section 2808,” Miller said. “Trump’s
reasoning must involve the military to some extent.”
Since April 2018, nearly 4,000
national guard troops have
been stationed on the southern
border. The National Guard is a

reserve of the U.S. armed forces, officially making it a part
of the U.S. military. Therefore,
the National Guard being involved with a national emergency gives justifiable ground
for Section 2808 to be activated.
Nicholas Kerton-Johnson,
associate professor of political science and international
relations, shared his personal
view on the subject.
“To be clear, I am offering my
perspective as a foreigner and
as a scholar of International Relations,” Kerton-Johnson
said. “Two of the definitions of
a state are to have recognized
and secure borders and a government that is able to control
all means of force within these
borders. Controlling access
into, and out of, a country are
acceptable state behavior: both
legally and normatively.”
The security of the state
should be a primary goal of
the government. In that sense,
being able to create that security should hardly even be
a topic of debate.
“It’s ridiculous to me that the
president has resorted to building the wall as a state of emergency!” Kerton-Johnson said. “I
would expect that a credibly secure border would allow for a
more considered discussion of
immigration, would facilitate
moral practices in immigration
in general and would allow the
US to be more effective in processing asylum applications.”
One may think that the declaration of a state of emergency
sets a bad precedent for future
presidencies. A declaration of
emergency is, of course, in response to an emergency.
“In my opinion, this course
of action is not healthy for
presidents to use regularly,”
Miller said.
Abuse of executive power
should never be justified. However, the use of emergency declarations is not foreign to recent
U.S. Presidents (4). With this in
mind, Trump’s statement of this
recent emergency should perhaps not be seen as “abnormal”
or “abusive,” but more so as a reflection of the pattern that has
been set before him.
echo@taylor.edu

“‘Every little thing makes a difference,’
Grabowski said. ‘And it even gets people
aware that their actions do affect others and
whether its other people or other parts of
the world.’”
Straw ban: How much does it help?
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Do Trojans culturally appropriate?
Airband policy and
its greater effect

Airband season has arrived on
campus in full swing. It promises nice, clean fun for everyone
involved. However, the airband
I signed on with hit a snag early
on in our process.
Our theme called for a group
of dancers to be dressed as ancient Egyptians. The higher ups
of the Airband event told us to
change this piece of our act because we did not have any Egyptians in our group, and that was
cultural appropriation. I do not
agree with this decision, and I
think this ideology, if practiced
consistently, has very far reaching effects.
Consider the Taylor Trojan.
It seems innocent enough, and
no one would consider it cultural appropriation. However, the
ancient city of Troy from which
the Trojans came was not only
Greek in culture, but it would
have resided in what is now
modern day Turkey. If we cannot be Egyptians in an Airband
because it’s cultural appropriation, then we should not be the
Trojans on the same grounds.
Similarly, the Airband I am a
part of also features aspects borrowed from Roman culture. If we
1) There are two main steps of a state
of emergency declaration:
• Having justifiable ground for declaring the emergency
• Applying action to that
declaration
2) The National Emergencies Act of
1976 states the following:
• The executive leader has 136 distinct emergency powers granted to him by Congress
• Of the 136, only 13 require
Congressional review before
activation
• These powers, similar to an executive order, grant the executive branch power to follow
a course of action without direct approval from Congress
(besides the 13 specific powers
outlined by Congress)
3) Section 2808 – the declaration
of military construction – can only
come after the declaration of a state
of war or a state of emergency. After a state of war/emergency is recognized, the president must do
the following:
• Undertake construction projects not previously allowed by
law, if the construction aids a
military effort
• Notify the appropriate committees of Congress for further legislative review of the declaration
• Terminate the power granted
after the state of war/emergency is ended
4) States of emergency have been
a regular occurrence throughout
American history
• George Washington was the
first to use a state of “emergency” as a course of action
• Since the passing of the National Emergencies Act in
1976, there have been 59 official
“states of emergency”
• Jimmy Carter – 2
• Ronald Reagan – 6
• George H.W. Bush – 5
• Bill Clinton – 17
• George W. Bush – 13
• Barack Obama – 12
• Donald Trump – 4
Of these 59, there are 32 still in effect today.
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Does Taylor culturally appropriate through the Trojan mascot?

cannot have Egyptians, then we
should not be allowed to have
Romans either.
Now it might seem easy to
think that these two cultures
are acceptable to borrow from
because they no longer exist, but
Egypt still exists. However, that is
too simple of an answer.
“Pharaonic Egyptian culture
has been defunct since the first
century AD, so there isn’t any remaining member of that society
who could be offended,” Kevin
Johnson, assistant professor of
history, chair of the department
of history, global and political
studies and Egyptologist, said.
The current state and culture
of Egypt are far removed from
the land seen in history and the
Bible. According to worldatlas.
com, the current state formed

in 1922, and its official name is
the Arab Republic of Egypt.
Maybe, someone might be
offended based on attachment
to the old culture. However, it
seems that modern Egyptians do
not want to be associated with
the old country, and especially
not with its religion.
“Modern Islamic Egypt has
an uneasy relationship with its
ancient past,” Johnson said. “On
the one hand it represents a significant portion of the modern
economy, but on the other hand,
however, it also represents a
pre-Islamic pagan past.”
I do believe that cultural appropriation is real, and it can be a
serious offence. If an Airband act
arrived on stage sporting blackface, the judges would have every
reason to have that act alter their

plans. Based on the evidence
above, I believe that our Airband
did not fit the same category.
Admittedly, the inconvenience caused to my Airband
was minimal. The notice to
change something was caught
early on, and I think our act is
pretty good despite any alterations. However, I have a simple
takeaway from this experience.
If matters like this are going
to affect campus life and activities, we need to have a clearcut definition of what it means
to culturally appropriate. Then
students don’t do something
against campus policy by accident. However, this policy needs
to be well thought out, taking
into consideration as many situations as possible.
echo@taylor.edu

Straw ban: How much does it help?
Straws suck, but not as
much as you may think

In 2018, Starbucks announced
that they would no longer be using straws. Disney, among other
companies, followed. I thought
this was great, so I did my part
by participating in the #StopSucking campaign by no longer using the offensive plastic
at restaurants or at the student
center. I thought I was saving
the ocean, one straw at a time,
from right here in the cornfields.
I was, for the most part, wrong.
Originally, this piece was going to persuade you to stop using straws. However, once I did
research on this I realized the
issue of banning straws is just a
taste of the much larger issue of
plastic pollution that is affecting
our world today.
According to the NBC article
“Banning plastic straws will not
be enough: the fight to clean the
oceans,” 8.8 million tons of plastic
gets spilled into the ocean each
year. 46 percent of that waste
comes from fishing equipment
— think torn nets and lost fishing lines. The pollution isn’t all
just plastic bags or six pack plastic rings, but we have the tendency to think this because that’s
what we see trapping sea life in
the media.
When it comes to beach cleanup, straws rank are pretty low on
the list, landing 7th in the top ten
biggest pollutants on a beach in
a study done in 2017. The number one litter found on the average beach is used cigarette butts.
However, a ban to cigarettes and
lost fishing nets is hardly media glamorous the same way a

wounded-by-straw sea turtle is.
Assistant Professor of Sustainable Development Michael
Grabowski calls us to look at the
life cycle of a plastic product. According to Grabowski, there are
three stages of this: the raw resources that creates the product,
the product’s use and the product’s disposal.
According to the 2018 World
Resources Institute article, “Banning straws and bags won’t solve
our plastic problem,” it takes
more natural resources to create a reusable, paper, or cotton
bag. Grabowski says we really
shouldn’t feel guilty for grabbing
a plastic bag at the grocery store
if we forgot our cotton bag, but it
really helps if we recycle that plastic bag. The recycling helps take
the end off the life cycle, and can
help limit the resources needed
for the next cycle of production.
Grabowski noted that in America, we have laws to put as many
plastics into landfills so they don’t
end up polluting the ocean. But

we cannot account for other
highly populated countries that
might have different regulations
than ours.
So, what now? Is banning
straws even doing anything if
it’s on such a small scale? This
seems like a pretty circular situation with no immediate solution. While avoiding a straw does
in fact do a tiny amount for the
Earth, we need to be dealing with
concept of pollutants on a much
larger scale.
“Every little thing makes a difference,” Grabowski said. “And
it even gets people aware that
their actions do affect others and
whether its other people or other
parts of the world.”
The straw ban is in no way negative for the environment. It’s a
good conversation starter, but
we need to be aware that banning straws is only one baby step
toward a discussion for cleaner
earth and not a catch for saving
our plane
echo@taylor.edu
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Straws are readily available in the LaRita Boren Campus Center.
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“As the head coach, my number one
goal was to go in and have fun, first
and foremost, and also reach your
highest potential.”
Softball sweeps IU-Southeast
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Track and Field teams compete in Indoor Nationals
Twelve of twenty
athletes return as
All-Americans
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

The track and field
teams concluded their
in do or sea s on at th e
NAIA Indo or National
Championships. The
m en’s t eam ti ed w ith
five other teams for 25th
place out of 57 teams.
The women’s team tied
two other teams for 11th
place out of 56 teams.
The meet took place
at South Dakota State
University in Brookings,
South Dakota Mar. 1–2.
He a d C o a c h R o d Wa ters said he was satisf ied with th e way hi s
teams performed.
“As the head coach . .
. my number one goal
was to go in and have
fun, first and foremost,
a n d a l s o re a c h y o u r
highest potential,” Wat ers said . “I think for
th e most part, across

the board, that’s what
happened, and I think it
was a successful meet.”
According to the Taylor Athl etics websit e,
the men had previously
finished ninth, 15th and
21st. This year’s performance fell short of previous performances at
Na t i o n a l s . T h e y h a d
seven athletes competing in five events, with
f iv e a th l e t e s e a r n i n g
All-American status.
Junior Caleb Anthony finished fifth
in the 60-meter hurdles event, earning his
sixth All-American honor. The distance-medley team also claimed
Al l - Am e r i c a n h o n o r s
with a fifth-place finish.
“I performed well in
the relay and more so
in the individual events,
it comes down to strateg y,” j unior S h aunti s
Lewis said. “I believe a
lot of my shortcoming
in the individual event
was just not being confident in the strateg y
and kind of letting the

race play out.”
Lewis competed in
both the 800-meter run
and the distance-medley relay. He fini sh ed
ninth in the preliminaries for th e 800-m et er
run. He failed to qualify for the finals by one
place.
But the most exciting
performance from the
men’s team was senior
Ben Byrd’s mile run.
“ In fa c t , th e p ers on
l e a d i n g t h e ra c e f o r
the entirety of the race
died within the last 10
m et ers and ended up
fini shing eighth over a l l ,” L e w i s s a i d . “ S o ,
anything can happen .
Any thing can happ en
in racing. Within th e
last 50 meters (of the
mile), I was fairly confident that Ben was
going to place and he
solidified his place as
an All-American.”
Lewis and Byrd competed together on the
Tay l o r c r o ss c o u n t r y
and track and field
teams. He said Byrd is
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Junior Caleb Anthony prepares for a race during the Crossroads League Championship in February.

a class act in racing and
the All-American honor
felt right.
T h e w o m e n’s t e a m
finished 20th in their
two previous NAIA national performances.
With 13 athlet es competing in eight events,
they outperformed
expectations.
“I know we had some
thin gs th at di dn’ t go
our way,” Waters said .

“Some events that could
have been a little highe r, b u t t o c o m e o u t
11th with those things
happening, we’re ver y
bl e ssed an d v er y for tunate that everything
turned out the way
it did.”
Seven athletes from
t h e w o m e n ’s t e a m
e a r n e d Al l - Am e r i c a n
status. Senior PlensehTay Sakeuh and junior

Rachel Blagg earned
All-American status
in tw o e vent s. Th e
other All-American
athletes were Sarah
H a rd e n , A b b e y Bre n nan, Margie Crosby and
Anna Souzis.
Both teams are scheduled to start their outdoor season March
22–23 at the Emor y
Invite.
echo@taylor.edu

Softball sweeps IU-Southeast

Trojans dominate in program opener

The Trojans extend
their winning streak
to five games

Men’s lacrosse sends
message with win
over Lindenwood

Alec Tebben

Andrew Nevins

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

T h e Ta y l o r s o f t b a l l
team won its fifth
straight gam e on Satur day, March 2. Th e game
was the fourth and final
c omp etition in a seri e s
a gainst Indi ana Univer sity Southeast.
“I think that it was good
to play them early in the
season just to build confidence and team chemistr y before jumping right
into c onferenc e gam e s,”
s o p h o m o re L a u re n K a nai said .
The series began with a
doubleheader on Wednesday, March 27. Th e first
game ended after five innings instead of the usual
seven . A “mercy rule” allowed the Trojans to take
the victor y early with an
8–0 score. Junior Taylor
Wilson said they made it
a goal to have a r un e ver y inning. She also said
t h e i r m i n d s e t of b e i n g
a g g re ssiv e a t th e p l a t e
h elp ed th eir suc c e ss in
that game.
Th e se c ond gam e was
tied 2–2 at the beginning
of the seventh inning, but
the Trojans proceeded to
score four runs to secure
th eir se c on d v i ctor y of
the day.
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Sophomore Kara Tucker prepares for a pitch during an early season game.

The series continued with another doub l eh e a d er on S atu rd ay.
G a m e t h re e w e n t i n t o
an eighth inning with a
score of 1–1, but the Trojans still came out with
the win.
“ They made some really good plays in the outfield, though. It was kind
of a n o u t f i e l d e r ’s w a r,”
Head Coach Erin Kotlarz said in reference to
game three.
Game four ended with
an 8–4 victor y for Taylor.
Ko tl ar z s ai d pit chin g
was key to their success
in all four games, as well
as in the entirety of their
season so far.

Scoreboard

“An d w e w ent d e e p i n
our pitching staff too, so
they all came in and they
pitched really well ,” Kotlarz said .
Ko t l a r z a l s o s a i d t h e
t eam has b e en limitin g
th eir errors on d efense
thi s sea s on , w hi ch wa s
something that cost them
some games last season.
Wilson said an upbeat
a tt i tu d e i n t h e d u g o u t
has been characteristic
of the team all season.
“ I w a n t t h e m t o p l ay
loose, I want them to
have fun , and I truly
b e l i e v e t h e y p l ay b e s t
when they have fun,” Kotlarz said .

Taylor men’s lacrosse started its first season on a high
note Saturday, as the team
overwhelmed Lindenwood
University in a 26-1 statement win.
The game was the ideal
start for the Trojans as they
look to gain some momentum as the newest squad in
the Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference.
It was clear that the team
was building off of the confidence it found in a 19-3
scrimmage victory against
Mount Vernon Nazarene two
weekends ago.
Taylor dominated in all facets of the game, winning the
faceoff battle by a 26-3 margin, outshooting the Lynx 5912, and picking up 47 ground
balls to Lindenwood’s 10.
Senior Tyler Gerig led
the Trojans in scoring with
10 goals, while freshman
Ian McClain handed out a
team-high five assists with
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The Taylor men’s lacrosse team breaks the huddle prior to Saturday’s game.

one goal, and freshman
Teegan Heiniger won 22 of
24 faceoffs.
Both Heiniger and freshman Grant Gerig chipped
in with four goals each, and
senior Josiah Peterson added three. Junior Nathan
Sahly netted two goals for
the Trojans.
Taylor will be back in business Saturday at 1:00 p.m. as
they face off against Clarke
University in the team’s first
ever home game.
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BASEBALL
3/8 Huntington 1 p.m.
3/9 Huntington 1 p.m.
3/12 Manchester 5 p.m.
3/15 Grace 5 p.m.

MEN’S LACROSSE
3/9 Clarke 1 p.m.

MEN’S TENNIS
3/9 Ball State (A) 2 p.m.
3/9 Ball State (A) 4:30 p.m.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
3/7 NAIA National Tournament vs Corban (A) 6:15 p.m.

SOFTBALL
Photograph provided by Taylor University

echo@taylor.edu

Taylor and Lindenwood line up pregame.

Courtney Moriarty

3/9 Rio Grande 11 a.m.
3/12 Goshen 4 p.m.
3/15 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 4 p.m.

Nick Rusche
BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

Results
from T aylor
Athletics

Baseball
3/1 Indiana Institute of Tech.

W 5-4

3/1 Indiana Institute of Tech.

L 2-0

3/2 Indiana Institute of Tech.

W 8-7

Athletes
Senior

Women’s Basketball
3/7 Bellevue University

W 85-48

Softball
3/2 IU-Southeast

W 2-1

3/2 IU-Southeast

W 8-4

Men’s Lacrosse
3/2 Lindenwood University

W 26-1
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of the

Week

Year

Greenwood, IN

Hometown

Exercise Science

Major

Center Field

Position

Andi Stewart

Funniest Teammate

Hall Of Fame

Favorite Pregame Song

Freshman
New Palestine, IN
Environmental Science
Second Base
Conner Crawford
Baby Shark
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